The Sonographic Appearance of Spinal Fluid at Clinically Selected Interspaces in Sitting Versus Lateral Positions.
Our objective was to describe the sonographic appearance of fluid at clinically selected interspinous spaces and see if additional interspaces could be identified as suitable and safe targets for needle insertion. We also measured the reproducibility of fluid measurements and assessed for positional differences. A prospective convenience sample of infants younger than 3 months was enrolled in the pediatric emergency department. Excluded were clinically unstable infants or those with spinal dysraphism. Infants were first held in standard lateral lumbar puncture position. Pediatric emergency medicine (PEM) physicians marked infants' backs at the level they would insert a needle using the landmark palpation technique. A PEM sonologist imaged and measured the spinal fluid in 2 orthogonal planes at this marked level in lateral then sitting positions. Fluid measurements were repeated by a second blinded PEM sonologist. Forty-six infants were enrolled. Ultrasound verified the presence of fluid at the marked level as determined by the landmark palpation technique in 98% of cases. Ultrasound identified additional suitable spaces 1 space higher (82%) and 2 spaces higher (41%). Intraclass correlation coefficient of all measurements was excellent (>0.85), with differences noted for sitting versus lateral position in mean area of fluid 0.34 mm versus 0.31 mm (difference, 0.03; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.005-0.068), dorsal fluid pocket 0.23 mm versus 0.15 mm (difference, 0.08; 95% CI, 0.031-0.123), and nerve root-to-canal ratio 0.44 versus 0.51 (difference, 0.07; 95% CI, 0.004-0.117). Ultrasound can verify the presence of fluid at interspaces determined by the landmark palpation technique and identify additional suitable spaces at higher levels. There were statistically greater fluid measurements in sitting versus lateral positions. These novel fluid measurements were shown to be reliable.